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ABSTRACT: Dynamic RNA nanotechnology based on programmable hybridization cascades with small conditional RNAs (scRNAs)
oﬀers a promising conceptual framework for engineering programmable conditional regulation in vivo. While single-base substitution
(SBS) somatic mutations and single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) are important markers and drivers of disease, it is unclear
whether synthetic RNA signal transducers are suﬃciently programmable to accept a cognate RNA input while rejecting singlenucleotide sequence variants. Here, we explore the limits of scRNA
programmability, demonstrating isothermal, enzyme-free genotyping
of RNA SBS cancer markers and SNPs using scRNAs that execute a conditional hybridization cascade in the presence of a
cognate RNA target. Kinetic discrimination can be engineered on a time scale of choice from minutes to days. To discriminate
even the most challenging single-nucleotide sequence variants, including those that lead to nearly isoenergetic RNA wobble pairs,
competitive inhibition with an unstructured scavenger strand or with other scRNAs provides a simple and eﬀective principle for
achieving exquisite sequence selectivity.
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imperfect. Base-pairing is not simply an informatic phenomenon dependent on the presence or absence of perfect Watson−
Crick complementarity (A paired with U and G paired with C
for RNA), but a physical phenomenon in which sequences with
varying degrees of complementarity sample an ensemble of
competing base-pairing states with diﬀering free energies. For
RNA, the programmability of base-pairing is further complicated by the fact that U can form not only Watson−Crick pair,
U·A, but also nearly isoenergetic wobble pair, U·G.11 To
program the function of a synthetic RNA hybridization cascade,
the sequences of the constituent molecules must be designed so
that the molecules predominantly execute the desired selfassembly pathway while avoiding oﬀ-pathway alternatives. It is
unclear a priori whether synthetic RNA signal transducers are
suﬃciently programmable to accept a cognate RNA input while
rejecting SBS or SNP sequence variants. Here, we explore the
limits of RNA programmability in the context of dynamic RNA
nanotechnology.
For this purpose, we examine the sequence selectivity of
synthetic RNA hybridization cascades in which metastable
scRNAs execute conditional self-assembly via the mechanism of
hybridization chain reaction (HCR; Figure 1).12 Each HCR
system consists of two scRNAs (h1 and h2 in Figure 1) that are
designed to coexist metastably in the absence of a cognate RNA
target (X) but upon arrival of the target undergo a chain

he programmable chemistry of nucleic acid base-pairing
plays central roles in the biological circuitry within living
organisms and provides a rich design space for the emerging
discipline of dynamic nucleic acid nanotechnology. Nucleic acid
molecules can be engineered to interact via prescribed
hybridization cascades to execute diverse functions including
catalysis, ampliﬁcation, logic, and locomotion.1,2 To date, these
eﬀorts have been primarily directed at engineering DNA
devices and circuits that operate in vitro.1,2 By contrast,
synthetic RNA hybridization cascades have been relatively littleexplored, yet hold great promise for engineering programmable
signal transduction in vivo.3,4 Because biological RNAs interface
with diverse endogenous pathways, small conditional RNAs
(scRNAs) that interact and change conformation to transduce
between detection of programmable RNA inputs and
production of biologically active, programmable RNA outputs
provide a conceptually appealing framework for introducing
synthetic regulatory links into living organisms.
In nature, even single-nucleotide changes to the molecular
programs encoded in a genome can have profound biological
implications: single-base substitution (SBS) somatic mutations
serve as markers and drivers for cancers,5,6 and singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are associated with
susceptibility to diverse classes of disease including cancers,
gastrointestinal disorders, cardiovascular conditions, neuropsychiatric conditions, autoimmune diseases, and infectious
diseases7,8 as well as with drug resistance in pathogenic
microbial populations.9,10 Nonetheless, from an engineering
perspective the metaphor of programmability is apt but
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Figure 1. HCR mechanism.12 Metastable scRNAs (h1 and h2) selfassemble into polymers upon detection of a cognate RNA target (X).
(a) X nucleates with h1 by base-pairing to single-stranded toehold “a”,
mediating a branch migration that opens h1 to form complex X·h1
with single-stranded domain “c*-b*”. (b) Complex X·h1 nucleates
with h2 by base-pairing to toehold “c”, mediating a branch migration
that opens h2 to form complex X·h1·h2 with single-stranded domain
“b*-a*”, identical in sequence to X. (c) This provides the basis for a
chain reaction of alternating h1 and h2 polymerization steps.

reaction in which scRNAs sequentially nucleate and open to
assemble into a nicked dsRNA polymer. Each scRNA
comprises an input domain with an exposed single-stranded
toehold and an output domain with a toehold sequestered in
the hairpin loop. Hybridization of X to the input domain of h1
(labeled “a-b” in Figure 1) opens the hairpin loop to expose the
output domain of h1 (“c*-b*”). Hybridization of the output
domain of h1 to the input domain of h2 (“b-c”) opens the
hairpin loop of h2 to expose an output domain (“b*-a*”)
identical in sequence to X. Regeneration of the target sequence
provides the basis for a cascade of alternating h1 and h2
polymerization steps. Each assembly operation in the HCR
cascade occurs via toehold-mediated branch migration,13,14 a
mode of molecular interaction demonstrated to have broad
utility for engineering dynamic DNA nanotechnology.1,2 Over
the past decade, DNA HCR has been widely exploited as a
programmable, isothermal, enzyme-free, amplifying signal
transducer for detection of nucleic acid, protein, and small
molecule targets in vitro and in situ.15−17 Here, we employ
RNA HCR18 as a model system to explore and surmount the
limits of programmability for scRNA hybridization cascades.
With HCR, metastable scRNAs store the energy that drives
the hybridization cascade, but are kinetically trapped to inhibit
initiation of the cascade in the absence of the cognate RNA
target. The cognate target functions as a programmable key that
unlocks the kinetic trap for the ﬁrst scRNA and initiates the
ON state of the hybridization cascade. Closely related oﬀtargets may succeed in unlocking the kinetic trap but will
necessarily have one or more mismatches with the input
domain of the scRNA, creating a discrimination energy gap that
provides the basis for selectivity; the larger the discrimination
energy gap, the cleaner the OFF state of the cascade. The
discrimination energy gap is smallest for 1-nt sequence variants,
making them the most challenging to detect selectively, and
hence the sternest test of RNA programmability. HCR provides
kinetic discrimination of sequence variants on a time scale
where the cognate target has initiated substantial polymerization (ON state) but before spontaneous leakage and oﬀtargets have caused substantial polymerization (OFF state).
The timing of this selectivity window can be adjusted by
altering the aﬃnity between the input and output domains of

Figure 2. Kinetic discrimination of RNA sequence variants on a time
scale of choice from minutes to days. Each reaction contains one HCR
system: (a) Hfast, (b) Hmedium, (c) Hslow. ON state: cognate RNA target
X. OFF state: 1-nt sequence variant X′, 2-nt sequence variant X″, or no
target. Time points: 6 min, 1 h, 10 h, and 100 h. Native PAGE
poststained with SYBR Gold. Targets and scRNAs at 1 μM. Reactions
run in 1× PKR at 37 °C. (d) Target sequences depicted 5′ to 3′ with
nucleotide variants in orange. For each HCR system, the input domain
of the detecting scRNA is depicted and the location of the output
domain is indicated by an ellipsis. See Supporting Information Table
S3 for scRNA sequences.

the two species of HCR scRNAs (noting that the output
domain of h2 is identical to the detected subsequence of the
cognate target): increasing the energetic driving force for
polymerization leads to selectivity at an earlier time point, and
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Figure 4. Enhancing selectivity via competitive inhibition using an
unstructured scavenger strand. (a) Without scavenger, HCR system
HU is not selective for cognate target XA (forming Watson−Crick pair
U·A) over 1-nt sequence variant XG (forming nearly isoenergetic
wobble pair U·G) (panel c: lanes 1 and 2). (b) Scavenger SC is
selective for XG, restoring HU selectivity for XA via competitive
inhibition (panel c: lanes 3 and 4). (c) Native PAGE poststained with
SYBR Gold. Targets and scRNAs at 1 μM and scavenger at 2 μM.
Reactions run for 1 h in 1× PKR at 37 °C. (d) Target sequences
depicted 5′ to 3′ with nucleotide variant in orange. For cognate target
XA, the input domain of the cognate detecting scRNA is depicted with
the location of the output domain indicated by an ellipsis. For oﬀtarget XG, the scavenger SC is depicted. See Supporting Information
Tables S2 and S3 for scavenger and scRNA sequences; see Supporting
Information Section S3 for additional data.

point (Figure 2c; lanes 9 and 10) and is still preserved at the
100 h time point (Figure 2c, lanes 13 and 14).
To explore the sequence selectivity of scRNA hybridization
cascades for targets of biological interest, we studied three SBS
cancer markers: BRAF U1799A, JAK2 G1849U, and PTEN
C388G.5,6 For each cancer marker, we engineered two HCR
systems: one to detect the mutant target and one to detect the
corresponding wildtype target. Introduction of either target into
a mixture of mutant- and wildtype-detecting HCR systems led
to selective activation of the cognate scRNA hybridization
cascade in all cases, typically achieving an ON/OFF ratio of an
order of magnitude or more (Figure 3).
The most challenging RNA SBS mutation to discriminate
selectively is expected to be G → A, because an HCR system,
HU, that forms Watson−Crick pair U·A with the mutant will
form a nearly isoenergetic U·G wobble pair with the wildtype
sequence, leading to a small discrimination energy gap and poor
selectivity. Indeed, HU is not able to discriminate between the
cognate target XA and the oﬀ-target XG (Figure 4c, lanes 1 and
2). In some sense, we have encountered a limit to the
programmability of RNA base-pairing. However, this limit can
be surmounted.
To discriminate even the most challenging 1-nt sequence
variants, we employ a short unstructured scavenger strand that
selectively hybridizes to the oﬀ-target, competitively inhibiting
oﬀ-target initiation of HCR to restore HCR selectivity for the
cognate target. To illustrate this conceptual approach, consider
again the challenging G → A mutation and HCR system HU
(Figure 4ab). Scavenger SC forms a C·G base pair with oﬀtarget XG but has a mismatch with cognate target XA,
establishing a discrimination energy gap for the scavenger
that favors the oﬀ-target. Hence, while HU is not selective for
the cognate target XA, the scavenger SC is selective for the oﬀ-

Figure 3. Discrimination of RNA SBS cancer markers and wildtype
sequences: (a) BRAF U1799A, (b) JAK2 G1849U, (c) PTEN C388G.
Each reaction contains two HCR systems labeled with spectrally
distinct ﬂuorophores, one targeting the SBS cancer marker (red
channel) and one targeting the corresponding wildtype sequence
(green channel): (a) HU labeled with Cy3, HA labeled with Cy5. (b)
HA labeled with Alexa647, HC labeled with Alexa488. (c) HC labeled
with Cy5, HG labeled with Cy3. Top: Native PAGE. Bottom: Typical
ON/OFF ratio for each HCR system (median ± median absolute
deviation for N = 5 experiments). All targets and scRNAs at 1 μM
except scRNAs of system HA of panel (a) at 2 μM to shift the
selectivity window earlier in time. Reactions run for 2 h (panel a) or 1
h (panels b and c) in 1× PKR at 37 °C. (d) Target sequences depicted
5′ to 3′ with nucleotide variants in orange. For each target, the input
domain of the cognate detecting scRNA is depicted with the location
of the output domain indicated by an ellipsis. See Supporting
Information Table S3 for scRNA sequences and label locations; see
Supporting Information Section S2 for quantiﬁcation details and
additional data.

decreasing the energetic driving force for polymerization leads
to selectivity at a later time point.
HCR cascades can be engineered to discriminate a cognate
RNA target from 1- and 2-nt sequence variants on a time scale
of choice from minutes to days (Figure 2). For the HCR
system, Hfast, selectivity is established by the 6 min time point
(Figure 2a, lanes 1 and 2) and lost by the 1 h time point
(Figure 2a, lanes 5 and 6); spontaneous leakage occurs on a
slower time scale with substantial polymerization becoming
visible at the 100 h time point (Figure 2a, lane 16). For the
HCR system, Hslow, selectivity is established by the 10 h time
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we account for this performance given the expectation (recall
Figure 4) that HU should exhibit poor selectivity for cognate
target XA over oﬀ-target XG? Indeed, used in isolation, HU is
spuriously initiated by oﬀ-target XG (Figure 5b, lane 2).
However, using a cocktail of HU and HC (for which XG is the
cognate target), spurious initiation of HU by XG is inhibited
with HC playing the role of scavenger (Figure 5b, lane 3).
Similar beneﬁts are observed using a mixture of mutant- and
wildtype-detecting HCR systems to genotype SBS cancer
markers (Supporting Information Section S2.2). Hence,
exploiting the same principle as the unstructured scavenger
strand, mutual competitive inhibition between scRNAs can also
meaningfully enhance selectivity for 1-nt sequence variants.
Recent work explored diverse design principles for performing shape and sequence transduction with scRNAs, 19
demonstrating that approaches to strand nucleation, strand
displacement, and motif metastability that have paced progress
in the ﬁeld of dynamic DNA nanotechnology are also
applicable to dynamic RNA nanotechnology. The present
work explores and surmounts the limits of scRNA programmability, demonstrating that scRNA hybridization cascades are
suﬃciently programmable to genotype RNA SBS mutations
and SNPs, two classes of 1-nt sequence variants of biological
signiﬁcance. For the most challenging 1-nt sequence variants,
competitive inhibition with an unstructured scavenger strand or
with other scRNAs provides a simple and eﬀective principle for
achieving exquisite sequence selectivity. To establish a robust
platform for scRNA signal transduction within living cells,
considerable challenges remain to be addressed, including
delivery or expression of scRNAs in biologically relevant
concentrations, use of chemical modiﬁcations that prevent
scRNA degradation while retaining scRNA function, and
avoidance of oﬀ-pathway interactions, including with pathways
that are not yet well-characterized. If these challenges can be
overcome, dynamic RNA nanotechnology oﬀers an enticing
programmable framework for engineering diverse modes of
conditional regulation in vivo.

Figure 5. Genotyping SNPs. (a) Positive identiﬁcation of any of four
SNP targets (XA, XC, XG, XU) by a mixture of four HCR systems
labeled with spectrally distinct ﬂuorophores. Native PAGE: green
channel, HU labeled with Alexa488; red channel, HG labeled with Cy3;
blue channel, HC labeled with Cy5; yellow channel, HA labeled with
Alexa750. (b) In isolation, HU is not selective for cognate target XA
(forming Watson−Crick pair U·A) over oﬀ-target XG (forming nearly
isoenergetic wobble pair U·G). The selectivity of HU is restored by
competitive inhibition from HC, which is selective for XG. Targets at 2
μM, scRNAs for systems HU and HA at 1 μM, scRNAs for systems HC
and HG at 2 μM to shift the selectivity window earlier in time.
Reactions run for 1 h in 1× PKR at 37 °C. (c) Target sequences
depicted 5′ to 3′ with nucleotide variants in orange. For each target,
the input domain of the cognate detecting scRNA is depicted with the
location of the output domain indicated by an ellipsis. See Supporting
Information Table S3 for scRNA sequences and label locations; see
Supporting Information Section S4 for additional data.
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